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KELDYSH NEW CHIEF OF SOVIET SCIENCE ACADEMY Replacing Al eksandr N. 
Nesmeyanov a s President of the USSR Academy of c~ences is Professor 
Matisla;V. Keldysh. Described as a leading expert in space mathemat ~ 
a nd aer odynamics, he was formerly Vice-President of the Academy and 
ho lds St a lin science prizes and Order of Lenin medals. 

The cha nge came shortly after the establishment of the new State 
Comnittee of Scientific Research IJork (see May issue of SIN), so there 
may be a connection between the two events. Nesmeyanov ha d been 
Pr eside nt of the Academy since 1951 and, according to Ta s s , r es igned 
of his own will in anticipation of the expiration of his term of officI 
The f acts that Keldysh is a relatively young man (50) and that greater 
Ac ademy emphasis is now being placed on the practical applica tions of 
science together indicate that Nesmeyanov's resignation may forecast al 
organizational shakeup. This view is strengthened by the support 
Keldysch has given to Khruschev's desires to revamp many of the 
Ac a demy's activities. (New York Times, May 20, 1961) 

SOVIET METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES IN OFFING? In a Tass interview 
Professor Georgi 1. Pokrovskii stated that it would be "expedient to 
create •••• a system of man-made satellites •••• " around the Earth at 
differing altitudes to undertake weather studies. 

VOSTOK The following details on the Vostok manned satellite have 
been adapted from a translation of articles in Izvestiya and Sovetskaya 
Rossiya of 25 April and 30 April 1961, respectively : Components ~nd 
systems were checked out and perfected on the first five spacesh~p
s a tellites (Kosmicheskij Korabl-Sputniks) which contributed greatly to 
the establishment of Vostok in orbit and the solution of flight control 
problems required for manned travel and recovery. The fourth and fifth 
spaceship-satellites each carried a dummy in the pilot's seat and were 
considered control launchings for the Vostok. In addition, the 
experimental dogs Chernushka and Zvezdochka were in the cabin during 
the flight, and were recovered. See flight firing summary. 

Two Methods Tested Two possible methods of recovering an astronaut 
from space were investigated. The first method involved landing in the 
cabin and was tested in the fourth and fifth spaceship-satellite 
experiments. The pilot's seat was catapulted from the cabin at an 
altitude of about seven kilometers and landing by parachute was also 
tested in previous landings. (For example, the container with the dogs 
Belka and Strelka aboard was recovered by this method.) 
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KOSMICHESKIJ KORABL-SPUTNIK FLIGHTS 

Name Launch Date Weight, lb* 

Kosmicheskij Korabl-Sputnik 1 15 May 60 10,008 

Kosm1cheakij Korabl-Sputnik 2 19 Aug 60 10,120 

Koamicheskij Korabl-Sputnik 3 1 Dec 60 10,060 

lolmlcheskij Korabl-Sputnik 4 9 Mar 61 10,363.5 

Kolmlcbesklj Korabl-Sputnik 5 25 Mar 61 10,352 

Initial Initial 
Perigee Miles Apogee Miles Coulnents 

188 228** No recovery due to 
breakdown in satellite's 
orientation system (retro
rockets fired 1800 out of 
phase). 

190 210 Reentry capsule recovered 
with animals, including 

116 164 

105 155.5 

111 154 

two dogs, Strelka and Belka. 

No recovery (two dogs, 
Pcholka and Mushka, and other 
animals aboard). 

Payload contained a dog 
(Chernushka) and other 
biological specimens that 
were recovered successfully 
from the reentry capsule. 

Payload, with dog (Zvezdochka) 
and other biological subjects, 
recovered. 

-----------------------------
Vostok 1 12 Apr 61 

*Not including last stage of carrier vehicle. 
**Increased to 430 after retrorockets fired. 

10,418 

, 
"ote: This summary supersedes that given in the April SIN; 
designations are only used for animal-carrying satellites. 
firing, from which the Venus probe was launched, Sputnik 5. 

later 
The 4 

108.76 203 Pilot recovered in capsule 
after 1 hr 48 min flight. 

information indicates that the Korabl-Sputnik 
Feb 1961 firing becomes Sputnik 4 and the 12 Feb 61 
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Orientation in Space The problem of orienting ~ostok in space could 
be accomplished either by an automatic sun-s:ek1ng system or by the, 
piI"ot. The former means insures the appr~pr1ate turnin~ of t~e vehlc1e 
to accurately maintain the required posit10n. The,sens1ng un1ts of the 
system' consist of a number of optical and gyro de;1ces. In the alternate 
case of manual control, the astronaut ~ses an opt1cal orientor for 
determining the position of the ship w1th respect to the Earth. 

Cabin Eguipment The housing of the Vostok's cabin has three por tholes 
and two fast-opening hatches. Made of heat-resistant glass, the port
holes are designed for visual observation during the entire flight. 
An optical orientor mounted on one of the portholes consists of two 
ring-shaped mirror reflectors, a light filter, and glass wi,t':l a gr id. 
The rays coming from the line of the horizon strike the fir s t reflector, 
then pass through the porthole glass to the second reflector, which 
directs them through the glass with the grid to the astronaut's eye. 

\>'hen the ship is correct ly oriented vertically, the astronaut sees an 
image of the horizon in the form of a ring and observes the section 
of the Earth's surface below through the center part of the porthole. 
The position of the long axis of the spaceship-satellite relative to 
the flight direction is determined by observation of the movement of 
the Earth's surface in the visual field as seen from the porthole. 

Manual Control Using the manual control devices, the astronaut may 
turn the vehicle so that the line of the horizon is visible in the 
orientor in the form of a concentric ring and the direction of movement 
of the Earth's surface coincides with the course line of the grid. 
This indicates the correct vehicle orientation. If necessary, the 
visual field of the orientor can be covered with a light fil ter or a 
blind. A globe located on the instrument panel makes it possible to 
determine, along with the current location of the ship, its landing 
place when the deceleration engine is started at the appropria t e time. 

Backup Deceleration System The structure of the Vostok makes recovery 
possible by using the natural resistance of the atmosphere should the 
decelerating system fail. The supplies of food, water, and regenerat ion 
material and the capacity of the power sources are calculated fo r up t o 
10 days of flight. Precautionary measures are provided in the s tructure 
of the ship to prevent a cabin temperature increase beyond the r ated 
limit during the prolonged surface heating caused by the g r adua l 
deceleration in the atmosphere. 



J<OC!~'l' PLANES AND COSHOPLANES ) Requirements which may be considered 
Llportant for manned flight are outlined. Piloted spacecraft are 
divided into two categories: "rocket planes" (for near-Earth missions) 
and "cosmop1anes" (for interplanetary missions). Gagarin's Vostok 
vehicle is described as the "prototype of the rocket plane of the 
future". 

Rocket planes can be put into satellite orbit or near-satellite orbit; 
they can change their orbits, maneuver, glide, and land in a pre
determined area. Interplanetary cosmoplanes, requiring a maximum 
speed exceeding 11.2 km/sec, are a further development of rocket planes. 

Pilots Considered Import ant The presence of a pilot in a rocket plane 
is considered important since manual correction of possible flight 
deviations simplifies the guidance system. A spherical "antioverload 
capsule" mounted transversely on two semiax1es could protect the 
astronaut against acceleration forces. The capsule could rotate 3600 

with a displaced ~enter of gravity to insure constant orientation for 
the chest-to-back action of the accelerating force. 

Reentry Problem The reentry problem may be approached in several ways 
For instance, an attitude control system is actuated first. Decelera
tion engines operate briefly only in the initia l s t age of descent; 
further deceleration is achieved by utilizing the resistance of the 
atmosphere. Overheating of the vehicle is prevented by the use of high 
melting materials or by forced cooling of the shell. In the lower 
layers of the atmosphere, speed is reduced by special parachute systems 
An alternate method of descent would be by gliding, diving in and out 
of the denser atmosphere for cooling, and then landing at a specific 
airfield. 

Navigational Equipment With regard to navigational equipment for a 
spaceship, a dual control system is recommended w~ere aerodynamic 
sensors of the flight parameters would be used only at altitudes 
ranging up to 40-60 kilometers. In the upper layers of the atmosphere, 
independent inertial guidance would take over. The astronaut would be 
able to control the vehicle's position through a display system of 
horizontal and converging lines, changes in the configuration of which 
would indicate any changes in the ship's position and speed. Vehicle 
orientation in relation to the Earth would be shown by a map projected 
on a screen. An analog computer would operate a system so that the 
map would constantly move in accordance with the actual flight route. 
Thus, the exact position of the rocket plane would be seen at all timel 
The same principle may be used for a display of stellar configurations , 



Space Cabin Illumination Other aspects of space fl ight discussed are 
infrared guidance, time measurements, and auxiliary equipment. For 
illumination of the space cabin and the instrument pan 1 a fluctuating 
light wit h definite and specific r elationships between on and off 
per iods is recommended. (Adapted from Ekonomicheskaya Gazet a , Apr il 16 
1961.) , 

The accompanying table provides a list of th f irings of the five 
spaceship-satellites launched prior to the orbiting of Vos tok, fo llowed 
by Vostok 1 data. 

NO CAMERAS ABOARD VOSTOK Gagarin reported th t no cam r s w re board 
the Vostok and consequently "no pictures w r t k n". 

AND NO PRIOR FLIGHT TRAINING IN MISSILES In 
his training for the Vostok flight, Gagarin 
aboard ba llistic missiles. He stated tha t 
make the flight he was given "plenty of tim 
training". As for eating in orbit, the cosman ut 
with a "specia l food developed by the Ac ad my of 
lost no weight during the flight, stepping out t 

,j GAGARIN' S PULSE RATE 

well until he was awakened 

the 
lept 

rose 
ft r 
for 

COMMUNICATIONS FROM VOSTOK Like Shepard in th Mercury c p ul • 
Gagarin was able to maintain voice communications durin hi. f ligh 
into space, even during the per iod of high 'g' fore s , vibr tion 
nois e . He was able to broadcast information about his own t t 0 

being and about "the operation of the systems inaid th c bin o( 
spaceship". He had the same sort of impressions a Sh p rd on 1 
the atmosphere: "It is indescribably beautiful". 



YOURI GAGARIN ON SPACE FLIGHT The following words were given in a 
speech by Gagarin and translated by ~ ~. Zygielbaum in JPL Document 
No. 22: 

"Many people are interested in my biography. I have read in the news
papers that some irresponsible persons in the United States of America, 
who are distant relatives of the Gagarin nobility, consider that I am 
one of their offsprings. I wi ll have to disillusion them. They have 
acted very stupidly. I am a simple Soviet man. I was born March 9, 
1934 to the family of a peasant. The place of my birth was in the 
Smo1ensk region. There were no princes or nobility in my family tree. 
Before the revolution my parents were poor peasants. The older genera
tion of my family, my grandfather and grandmother, were also poor 
peasants, and there were no princes or counts in our family. Therefore, 
I will be forced to disillusion my self-appointed relatives in America. 

"I attended grade school, then a manual school in Lyubertsy near Moscow. 
After that, I went to the Saratov Industrial Technicum to become a 
smelting designer. 

"However, my oldest dream was to become a pilot. At the time of my 
graduation from that technicum in 1955, I simultaneously completed 
studies at the Saratov Aeroc1ub. I was next accepted to the Orenburg 
Aviation School, from which I graduated in 1957 and was granted the 
title of Air Force Fighter Pilot. I seryed with one of the branches of 
the Soviet Armed Forces. 

"At my awn request, I was accepted as a candidate to become a cosmonaut 
of the Soviet Union. As you can see, after the selection I became a 
cosmonaut. 

"I passed through a proper preparation period which was designed by 
our scientists. This was described in detail by the president of our 
Academr of Sciences. I successfully passed all preparations, learned 
the necessary tecbnique and was ready for a cosmic flight. 

"I _ very happy and immensely thankful to our party and our government, 
for entrusting me with this flight. I have completed this flight in the 
name of our Fatherland, in the ~e of the great Soviet people, and the 
communist party of the Soviet Union. 

"Before the flight I was in good health and felt very well. I had 
complete aSluraace in the success of this flight. Our technique is very 
reliable and I, .. well .1 all my comrades, scientists, engineers, and 
technicians did not doubt for a minute its successful completion. 



"Hy state-of-being during the flight was superb. During the active 
portion, when the spaceship was injected into orbit, the effects of 
gravitation, vibration and noise, as well as other f actors of the 
cosmic flight, did not have any bearing on my condition. I was able 
to work productively in accordance with the program which was as signed 
for this flight. After injection into orbit, when the c arrier rocket 
was separated, a state of weightlessness began. In the beginning this 
feeling was somewhat unpleasant, in spite of the fact tha t, befor e the 
flight, I was subjected to short periods of weightlessness . However, 
it didn't take long at all, and as I became used to this cond i tion, I 
continued to carry out the program. 

"In my own opinion, the effect of weightles sness h s no influenc e on 
the normal state of the organism and on the phys i ologic 1 fu nct ions of 
a human organism. 

"During the flight, 
radio contact with the Earth over several ch noe l s, 
telephone and telegraph. I obs erved the surrounding 
the operation of the installations aboard 
Earth and recorded observations and other 
as on a tape recorder. Ny state of being 
weightlessness was superb. 

"Then, in accordance with the flight prog r am th 
descent. The spaceship was automa tica lly dJust 
tion was activated and the speed of f light b gao t o 
landed safely, and it gave me great pleasure to ~ t 
Soviet people. The landing took place a t PI' sel cted 
country. 

continuous 
11 s ove r t he 
, I followed 
1 I' ported to 
book swell 

"I would like to tell you a litt Ie bit about ",h 1 ob erv d . 

"The view of the Earth from an altitude of 175 t o 
The Earth's surface looks approximately tbe sa=e 
flying jet plane. Clearly distinctive a r e 1 rg mount in r 
large rivers, large forest areas, shorelines, and 

"The clouds which cover the Eart h' s sur f c e r 
shadow on the Earth can be seen distinctly. Th color of 
completely black. The stars on this black background s 
what brighter and clearer. The Earth is surrou.nd d by ch r 
blue halo. This halo is particularly visible at tb hori~on . 
light-blue coloring, the sky blends into a beautiful d p blu 
dark blue, violet, and finally complete black. 

8 



"Ifuen I left the Earth' s shadow, the Sun's rays penetrated the Earth's 
a t mosphere . At thi s point, the Earth's horizon was dark blue, violet, 
and fina lly black . 

"The transition into the Earth's shadow took place very rapidly. 
Darkness comes instantly and nothing can be seen. Obviously, the 
spaces hip passed over the ocean during this period of time. If the 
spaceship would have passed over large cities, then I would have 
probably been ab le t o see the lights of those cities. The stars were 
well visible. 

"The exit from the Earth's shadow is a lso rapid and sharp. 

"Because I was prepar ed for it, the influence of the cosmic flight 
factors were endured very well. Now I feel excellent. 

"I would like to praise here our Soviet designers, engineers and 
technicians, as well as the entire Soviet na tion, for creating the 
remarkable spaceship "Vostok", its remarkable equipment and the 
powerful carrier rocket which has placed such a huge spaceship in 
orbit. 

"I am imnensely glad that my beloved fatherland was the first in hist01: 
to penetrate the ca;mos. The first airplane, the first satellite, the firs 
cosmic spaceship, and the first manned flight into space, these are the 
stages on the great road of my fatherland toward the conquest of the 
mysteries of nature. 

"I~e plan to fly some more and intend to conquer cosmic space as it 
should be done. 

" Personal ly, I would like to fly some more into space. I like flying. 
~~ biggest wish is to fly toward Venus, toward ~~rs, which is really 
flying. " 

VOSTOK LAUNCHING On 31 ~~y 1961 Col. Lebedev, 
Embassy in Paris, announce d that 

Vostok was launched from a "Cosmodron " at Baikonus near the Aral Sea 
by a large six- nsin spac c rri r v hicl developing 20,000 , 000 hp. 
After a 108 minut flight which brought th s t llite to a 203 mile 
a ltitude, Vostok land d in fi Id n r Sm louka, 400 miles southeast 
of Hoscow. Note: a 187. 6 mi l Ititud had b n pr viously r eport ed. 
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ASTRONOMICAL NOTES 

~ 
/.Gammas from the Sun In an article from the USSR- Astronomical Journa l 
(Sept-Oct 1960) by 1. M. Gordon several arguments' are given in favor of 
the assumption that y -emission (which was observed in a flare during 
balloon observations over Cuba) is due to two-photon annihi l ation of 
positrons generated as a result of nuclear collisions of cosmic protons, 
generated during chromo spheric flares. Another possible source of 
y_emission is the reverse Compton effect. It is pointed out that if 
the ' annihilation supposition is correct, y-emission should have a 
step at E -5 • loP eV. Measurements made by means of balloons and 
artificial satellites should give a possibility of choosing between 
these two hypotheses . If the step in question is observed, the process 
of formation of neutrons and deuterons during flares will be detected, 
and a conclusion obtained that a synthesis of chemical elements is 
taking place there . The measurements of the intensity of y -emission 
will permit a quantitative estimate of the efficiency of this mechanism. 

Excitation of Hydrogen Also in this issue is an article by G. S. Ivanov
Kholodnyy, G. M. Nicolskiy and R. A. Gulayev of the Institue of Ap lied 
G.eophysics ~ Academy of_ Sciences, and Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, 

onos ere!pd Ra~ave Propagatio~on the lowering of the ionization 
continuum in an ion electric field. Expressions for the number of 
events per second in a hydrogen plasma are obtained for: (1) charge 
exchange, (2) ionization by electron collision and by radiation, (3) 
total photorecombination on all levels, and (4) recombination by three 
body collisions. The relative role of these processes for ground and 
high levels is estimated. 

Hungarians Photograph Transit of Mercury Across Sun On 7 November 1960 
I the Urania Observatory in Bud p st made four telephotographs of Mercury's 

transit across th disc of the Sun. The observatory a lso sent photo
graphers aloft to record this ph nom non. The photographers used planes 
loaned by the Hung rian Hom Defena Sport Feder tion and took 2,700 
aerial photographs from n altitude of 4,400 meters . (Nepszabadsag, 
9 November 1960) 
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VENUS 

~Hungarian Space Expert Gives Data on Venus Rocket In an addr ess t o 
industrial apprentices and young communists, given in Budapes t on 
15 February 1961, ~ozsef Sin!s.a, Secretary of the Space Travel Committee 
(Urhajozasi Bizottsag), said that tne Venus rocket launched by the 
Soviet Union was originally a five-stage rocket, weighing a bout 800 
tons, about 75 meters tall, 4.5 to 5 meters in diameter, and consisting 
of 180,000 to 200,000 component parts. The first three stages were 
used to place the assembly in orbit. ("lfuy l~as the Soviet Union Able to 
Surpass the United States So Greatly in Space Research, II by J ozsef Sinka, 
Secretary of the Space Travel Committee; Budapest, Ifju Kommunista , Vol. 
V, No.3, March 1961, pp. 29-33) 

-Jsecretary of Astronautics Section in Hungary Discuss es Soviet Venus Probe 
In an article on the Soviet Venus probe, Erno Nagy, Secret ary of the 
Astronautics Section of the Federation of ec n cal and Scientific 
Assoc~a ~ons, ~scusses theltiming of the launching, rate of r ocket 
acce1~ion, ultimate speed, course, shape of orbit, and probable f at e 
of the probe. Then, speaking specifically of the carrier r ocket of the 
probe he says: 

"Now we would like to say a few things which have probably not been 
published so far about the carrier rocket of the Venus roc ke t : the 
launching of the Venus rocket made use of an entirely new procedure. 
The space rocket was first put into the orbit of an artificial satellite, 
and it continued on its way to Venus from this orbit. It is easy t o 
calculate that if the intent had been to set the entire 642-kilogram 
cosmic laboratory on its course in one continuous launching, a f our or 
five-stage rocket at the very least would have been required. The 
number of stages is no obstacle; both the Soviet Union and the US have 
launched rockets of such complexity. 

liThe two-phase launching was the result of an ingenious concept in 
guidance technology. If the five-stage carrier rocket had taken the 
space rocket directly to its ultimate course, then the deviations from 
the prescribed course of each stage would have been transmitted to the 
subsequent stage and compounded in such a way that the fifth stage 
would have had little chance of being on course. Putting the Venus 
rocket first into an artificial satellite orbit made it possible to 
measure the actual performance data of the first three stages with great 
accuracy and to compare them with the theoretical precalculated data. 
One can say that after the first three stages had been fired the Soviet 
rocket engineers were able 'to balance their accounts' on th~ orbit 
of Sputnik 5 and on this basis determine to what extent the first three 
stages together had deviated from the prescribed course. 

12 



"These actual data '-"!re then fed into e lectronic computers, and on this 
basis, the future course of the rocket was calculated and the exact 
time when the space rocket could leave the orbit of the Sputnik was' 
established. The time for resumption of flight had to be selected in 
such .a manner that most of the velocity of the Sputnik would be trans
mitted to the space rocket. It was also necessary that said rocket, 
together with its booster rocket, should be in such a position that the 
end of the second period of acceleration would leave it on the pre
calculated course toward Venus." ("Towards the Mysterious Planet," by 
Erno Nagy; Budapest, Technika, Vol. V, No.3, pp. 1-11) 

enus Probe Radio Contact Various explanations as to why radio contact 
was lost with the Venus probe in late February have been given in Soviet 
publications : (1) The vehicle suffered met eor itic damage, (2) radio 
signals were too weak to pene trate Earth's atmosphere, and (3) charged 
solar particles enroute may have screened off the signals. Not 
mentioned was the pos sibility that r adio contact was deliberately cut 
off. On ~~y 20th unidentified signals were received by the Jodrell 
Bank radio telescope on a frequency that was employed in the Venus probe. 
No immediate confirmation was forthcoming, but the Russians did say that 
the probe was fitted with a r ese rve communication system which was to 
begin transmission as Venus was approac hed. Tape r ecordings of the 
signals were sent to Hoscow for analysis . 

Rotation of Venus By ca r efully ana lyzing radar returns from Venus, 
Soviet scientists Vladimir Kot e lnikov and Isoif Shklovskij of the 
Academy of Sciences~ve determined the planet's period of rotation to 
be either 9 or 11 days ; the former would be the true period if Venus' 
axis is inclined as predicted by Kuiper, whereas the latter would occur 
if the axis is perpendicular to the Earth-Venus line. Heretofore no 
accurate information has been available on the rotation rate because of 
the inability of astronomers to see through to the solid surface with 
optical equipment. It is r eported that different parts of Venus reflect 
radar waves differently, suggesting an uneven surface. 

The Radius of Venus The analysis of observations of the occultation 
of Regulus by Venus on 7 July 1959 confirms the value of the radius of 
Venus 8".41 (6- 1 A.U.), derived from the transit of Venus across the 
solar disk. Thereby, the ambiguity of data on the dimensions of Venus 
given in scientific literature is eliminated. The linear radius of the 
planet is 6,100 + 34 km. Besides, the corrections to the ephemeris 
position of Venu~ at the epoch of occultation are determined with great 
precision:6a- + OS.044; 6 6 - - 0".60. (From a report by D. XaJ:lartynov, 
State Astronomical Institute !meni Shternberg, Moscow, Astronomicheskiy 
Zhurnal, Vol. 37 No.5, Sept-OCt 1960. 
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Davydov On Venus V. Davydov, Sci nt If c 
Astronomical Institute 

cover on 

Venus Studies 

In earlier spectral studies, Professor . A. 
of ashen light from Venus and attributed the ph 
effect of strong solar radiation on the gas mol cul • 
atmospheric layers during tb day followed by th r bulldl 
at night, resulting in the emission of light n~. 
tion of the presence of hydrogen, oxygen, and w 
to postulate the existence of life on Venus. 
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Recent radiotelescope recordings of temperatures up to 2S00 C do not 
invalidate this assumption, according to Kozyrev, who believes that the 
bulk of this solar energy is dispersed into outer space by the planet's 
dense atmosphere and that the temperatures at the surface remain at 
about 30-S00 C. (Krasnaya zvezda, 26 Mar 1961) 

Astronomers of the ~n Observatory under the direction of A. B. 
Sev~>'Y and V. K. Prokof'ye~have bee n able to obtain a luminosity 
spectrum of the Venus crescent 4 m in length. The spectrum will increase 
knowledge of the composition of the Venusian atmosphere since it will aid 
in detecting even s light a bsorptions of sunlight by the gases in the 
upper layers of tb planet's atmosphe re. (Komsomol'skaya pravda, 2 April 
1961) 

Astronomical Coincld nc Sh ds N w Lig ht on Mars A recent Soviet report 
by S. N. Sred1nsk indicat s th t coincidence of solar altitude was 
discovered on ~lars and Earth in 1954; this coincidence was fully exploited 
for scientific purpos s . It w s pp r ent that identical seasonal 
phenomena wer occurring lmos t simu ltaneous ly on both planets. The 
observations desc rib d in t.his rtic l t nd to confirm the existence of 
a vegetatlv cov r on ~r This w s don by correlating the altitude 
of the Sun and chang s ln th colori ng of t he s urface for both planets. 
The "lee caps" of ~rs a r ub j c d t o simila r ana lys is. The study 
sua:gests a silllihdt)' 0 phyS ical conditions on ~la r s and on Eartb. 
(Kiosk Division of th All-Union AJJt r o od tic Society, Priroda No. 12, 
1960) 

Addltion o n ~rs A book on ~rs was published in 
1959 by tbe Astro_lcal Couocll of th AI: d my of Sciences, Coumission 
on Physics of th. Planets , Hoscov . Botlel d "Results of Observations of 
Hars ~ri .. tbe Tt.. 0 the Cr t. Oppos it lon of 1956 in the USSR," it 
bes 196 !)q's and is U lust r t d. 

TheOry on tbe Ed8t.DC. of a CoI!eUry- The 
possibility of th, 'XLat.DC. of a ring 
the planet of Jupit.r bas be n xaa1n d by S. K. Vsekhsvyaukiy. The 
.ra~nts for tbe ,ruption th,ory, on whos. ba,is the exiateoce of a 
e_tary-.t,orltic ... .",ine around tb. plan.t is clai .... d. are 
review,d. Peculiariti.s in Saturn', r1ngs are cited wbicb indicate a 
..or. rapid evo'lutlon of the dnas' _tter tban thlt propo'ed by various 
ob •• rv.rs. A bypotbts'. for the . xist.oc . of a cometary-.... t.oritie ring 
around Jupit.r La v.rif1ad by .ana of xamining tbe ti ..... of greatest 

• visibility of Jupit.r' •• quatorial b.lt. and tb cbanges in its position 



on the disk. It is shown that the b st visibility of the belt coincidu 
with the periods of the Earth's and Sun ' a maximum se lenographic latitude 
and that the change of position is a pol1tive indication that the 
equatorial belt is the shadow of the ring. P Quliaritiee of Jupiter', 
\'Iypothetical ring, whose optical thickn • 11 .evera1 t enths less than 
that of Saturn' 8 ring, and t h possibility of observing the eye of the 
r .ing are discussed. (Izvest iya Akad m11 Nauk Armya n,koy SSR, Seriya 
Fiziko-Matematicheskikh Nauk, Vol XIII No . 5 , 1960) 

TELESCOPES AND INSTRUMENTS 

~ Installation of Largest SOviet T Pravda reports 
that the installation of tha new r ef l ector tel .cope at the ~n 
Astrophysical Observatory, Academy of Sci nCel USSR, !lsI b en completed. 
Tne nstrument, claimed to be the l a rs . t in Europe and the USSR, MS a 
reflector 2.6 meter s in diameter. The t leacope i, houaed in a 
s pecially des igned tower equal in height to a 10-. tory building . 

J Two Large Radio Telescopes During 1959-60 a giant movable radio 
teles cope has been operated on an experimenul ba,iI at th PhtsHal 
Institute imeni P. N. Lebedev. The diamete r of ita metal p ra 0 c 
mirror i s 22 m and the focal l ength i s 9.5 m. The mirror weighs 65 
tons, and the entire telescope weighs 380 tona . It exc ds 26 m in 
height. 

The new r adio telescope is described 88 an xtr me ly compl x and precise 
instrument , and according to the report, its all mbly and adJu s tm nt 
continued f or about two years. The radio telescope operat 8 on centi 
met er and decimeter fre quency range8 and i8 report d to pOI ' 88 the 
greatest r eso lving capacity of any movabl radio tel .cope in the world. 
It can be aimed at any point in the sky and il ther by abl to inv s ti
gate the radio r adiation of the Sun, Moon, planet. and dilcret sources 
in the indicated wave frequencies. In particular, it i. poI.ibl to 
study the subsurface strata of the Moon. It may al.o be a •• um d that 
scientists will soon be able to get data on the period of rotation of 
Venus, something which has been imp088ible to dete rmine with ordinary 
optical telescopes. The period of rotation could not be det e rmin d 
because Venus is always covered by a cloud deck which i . impenetrable 
for visible light. But radio waves can pala throuah the.e clouds. 
(Note: See page 13 concerning work already carried out.) 

An even more power f ul radio telescope is under con.truction at the 
Institute's radioastronomical station. It il d •• ianed to make ob.erva
tions on meter waves. Each of its two "shoulden" 11 40 m hiah and 1 km 
long . . By using this telescope scientists will be able to inv .. tiaate 
sources of radio radiation situated far beyond the limit. of the Galaxy. 
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This will make it possible to get valuable information on the nature of 
the universe and refine and supplement optical observations. This will 
be of great interest in revealing the laws governing the structure and 
development of the cosmos. (Vestnik Akademii Nauk SSSR No.3, -1960) 

. Recording ¥ icrophotometer A registering microphotometer is described 
by L. M. Kotlyar, which automatically transforms the negative density to 
corresponding intensities or logarithms of intensities, according to the 
characteristic curve of the negative. 

The characteristic curve is represented by a broken line consisting of a 
number (sufficiently large) of linear segments. This broken line is 
introduced into the microphotometer by means of a special device and the 
negative density, measured by means of the usual microphotometer (the 
photocurrent from the photoelement of the microphotometer), is 
automatically transformed to corresponding intensities or logarithms of 
intensity. 

Results of tests of the microphotometer, designed by the author at the 
Pulkovo Observatory , are given. (Astronomicheskiy Zhurnal Vol. 37 No.5, 
Sept-Oct 1960) 

$pecial Problems in Photographing Cosmic Rockets Discussed A recent 
( two-page article in the Sep t-Oct 1960 issue of the Soviet Astronomical 
Journal describes a device which allows the Abele plateholder to be 
used for photographing cosmic rockets. A photograph is included of 
this adaptation which was devised at the Zveni orod Station of the 
Astronomical Council after it was discovered that the telescope could 
no~6e-moved at a velocity adequate to follow lunar rockets and that 
it was easier to provide a smooth movement of the plateholder. 

, Design and First Test Results of a Camera with a Moving Film for 
Photographing Faint Artificial Satellites A description of a camera 
with a moving film used f or photographing faint satellites and the first 
results obtained in tests are given by L. A. Panaiotov. The camera has 
a 100 millimeter objective and a focal length of r:3.5. With it, it is 
possible to obtain pictures of satellites to 6m.0. Precision of r 
obtained positions was 0.010 and for the time moment, O.Ols. The method 
of observations and the processing of photographs are described. The 
effect of various systematic errors is studied. (Astronomicheskiy 
Zhurnal. Vol. 38. No.1. January-February 1961) 

GOR Agrees to Join in Soviet Satellite Tracking Program A statement on 
scientific cooperation between the academies of sc·ience of the USSR and the 
German Democratic Republic (East Germany) during 1961 was signed recently 
in Berlin. r eports Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta from Moscow. Included in the 
program of s cientific cooperation is the optical tracking of artificial 
earth satellites. 
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ASTB.(I{OMICAL UNIT On 11 May 1961 the Sovl.t Ac.da.y of Sc i nc 8 reporte 
that the astronomical unlt has be.n .st.blllhed at 149,457,000 kilometlnt 
or 92,870,000 mlles, plus or mlnus 5,000 kilOMt'l'l (.bout 3,000 mlle.). 
This information vas gained as a r •• ult of radar dl.t.nce determination. 
of the planet Venus (see Venus rotation I"POl't). The Soviet figure i. 
90,000 mlles le88 than a recently obtalned US 1' .... 1' I' •• ult which ~hOVI ~ 
astronomical unit to be 149,599,000 kllOMt.I" (92,960,000 .ile.). US 
experiments conducted by the Jet Propul.lon "boca,OI'7 of the Callfornu~ 
Institute of Technology and the Ma •• achulettl laaeleue. 0' TechnololY ~ 
not agree completely: HIT's astronOlllcal ualt 1. 1,240 .U •• llhorter t. 
JPL's. (New York Times May 14, 1961, Kl .. n ..... Iock.tI Kay 29. 1961) 

BOOK PUBLISHED 011 CllIGlN OF EARTH AID PUIIm TIle e"'I" .. it Ion of I .. 

entitled Proiskhozhdeniye Zemll 1 Pla .. t hal ~ ... 11..... 1n Mo.cow. 
Only 82 pages long, it is by Bori. Yul',"Icb Lftta ... I ... allabl, I, 
either microfilm or photocopy frOll the lLA tr .. 1eelOM ent.r, .. 6 E..t 
Randolph Street, Chicago I, Illinol., for $1. 

LUNAll CATALOG Also avaUable £1'011 SLA are • C&ulot ... Ic ..... U c Me,. 
Selected Lunar Objects for a Full Moon (C.taloa I I~ttc'" kAy. lan. 
Izbrannykh OB" Yektov DLYA Polnoluniya) bJ I. II. "Ill, .... 7J paSI 
Academy of Sciences report entitl.d lskue.tftllDJJ lpumilll 1_11. vy, . • 
(Artificial Earth Satellite., No.5). 

HUHAN COLONlZATI(I{ OF PLANETS 
Nove Drogi, Profe •• or Leopold Infeld writ. cblt 
our p anetary .ystem vrl~ probably b ca.e co UI 

travel is now. In th next SO year. va ahall pi' 
veIl as the secrets of the Moon, Mar., 01' V • 
life is po.sible there. W may even Orlln1&. al .el ... 
specially adapted to the condition. of Man or V.... If l r 
there, ve shall be able to . tart." 

SPACE PHYSICS AND GEOPHYSICS 

! Earth Satellit 1\ and G oden A .ylt_Uc rh'_ .f t 
of determining th g ocentric coordinate. of poLata .. t ~th' 
from lunar nd artificial Earth .at.llit. ob •• rwaCLone la , ... 
Zhonaolovicb, In.titute of Theoretical AltrollOllY, Ac~ 01 Sci. • • C ~ 
T6e conn cted pro em t .termination of the dUI.I'_ ""V. n . plw .~ 
and unlver.al time) ts xamined. (As troDOlliche.kL, 1 ....... 1. Yolo lao ,~. , 
January-February 1961) 



I 
The Soviet Progr am fo r the Internat ional Year of the Quiet Sun The 
author of the f ollowing article is N. V. Pushkov, a member of the 
directorate of the Sov iet Geophysica l Committee, and a recipient of the 
Lenin Prize. 

"The Internat i onal Geophysical Committee has adopted a resolution con
cerning the conduct of a new program of geophysical research t the time 
of the approeching period of minimum so l a r act i vity. It ha received t h 
name 'Internationa l Year of the Quiet Sun' (Mezhdunarodnyy god spokoynogo 
Solntsa -- MGSS). It will be observed from 1 April 1964 to 31 D cemb r 
1965. It is expected t hat during t his time the Sun will attain its 
maximum activity and that there wil l according l y be r e latively few disturb
ances in the a tmo spher e . 

"It is proposed that research will be conduct ed in the fields of t rr stri 
magnetism, a uroras, ionospher e , cosmic rays, aeronomy, and solar activity. 
Study will be concentrated on thos e geophysica l phenomena which ore ob
vious~y associated with solar activity . 

"There have a lso been confirmed the principa l bases which should guide th 
various countries in working out their nat iona l programs of research during 
the Interna tiona l Year of the Quiet Sun. 

"~n particular, full us e s hould b e made dur i ng this period of new data on 
solar-terrestrial communica t i ons which has been obtained during the IGY, as 
well as new experimental appara tus. 

"During this time specia l a ttention \~i ll be devoted to continuing research 
on the Earth's radiation be lts, especially the outer be l t , because the 
intensity of radiation in the latter depends strongly on solar activity. 

"A whole series of extremely important scientif i c problems remained 
unsolved after completion of the IGY. For example, too little study has 
been devoted to the lower l ayer of the ionosphere, there i s inadequate 
data on phenomena transpiring a t the upper surface of the ionosphere, a nd 
many important problems associated with cosmic r ays have remained unsolved. 

"In the field of terrestrial magnetism a great deal of interest centers on 
the study of very rapid puls ations (with periods equa l to fractions of a 
second) which are found in the magnetic field and Earth currents. Among 
the, most interesting problems is the study of the ultraviolet and Roentgen 
radiation of the Sun. 

"A Significant place in the program of the Year of the Quiet Sun should be 
devoted to a study of phenomena in polar l a titudes -- in the Arctic and 
Antarctic. 
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"The International Year of the Quiet Sun wi 11 include a major undertaKtng 
in the form of a world magnetic survey using a ircraft, nonmagnetic ships, 
and surface expeditions." ("International Yea r of the Quie t Sun ," by N. 
V. Pushkov, Pravda, 14 March 1961, p. 3) 

Geophysical Rockets Launched at Time of Solar Eclipse The following is 
taken from a Pravda article of 1 February 1961: At about midday on 15 
February 1961-;-;;ries of geophysica l rockets wer e simultaneously launche 
in the zone of total solar eclipse; they were equipped with apparatus fOb 

special research. 

The rockets carried high-level automatic geophys ical s tations a loft. Af~ 
the separation of the high-level automatic s t a tion from the rocket the 
electromechanical system was switched on. This s ys t em control s the auto
matic orientation of the station in space. The stations r ema ined in a 
stabilized position during the entire time of their flight i n the cone oe 
the Moon's shadow. 

Investigations of the Sun's corona and phenomena taking pI c in the upp~ 
atmosphere during a solar eclipse were made for th fir s t time from a 
stabilized station. 

The following experiments were made: 

1. investigation of the short-wave reg ion of th sp ctrUIII of the 
Sun's corona with a spectrograph, 

2. investigation of the spectrum of the Sun' s coro 
radiation reflected and scattered in the atmOsph. r 
of the spectrum uSing telespectrometers and t e l ephoto 

3. photometry of the field of the Sun's corOM 1n th {o ntg n, 
ultraviolet and visible regions of the spectrum with photon count r , 
roentgen quantum counters, and other radiation me s ur tn d vic 

4. photographing the Sun's corona with camerae with v rlous kinds 
of light filters and polaroids. 

The results of measurements made by each instrument were [Tan lllitt by 
radiotelemetry to the Earth; the photographs of the Sun' s corona nd the 
spectrograms were brought to Earth by parachutes. 

In addition, meteorological rockets were launched before the eelipt • 
during the total eclipse, and after the eclipse, for the purpose of in
vestigating the parameters of the state of the stratosphere and d t rmin_ 
tion of the influence of solar radiation on change in alr t_perature in 
the atmosphere. Valuable data were collected which are bel", proc ssed 
and studied. 
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j subseguent Report on the Geophysical Rockets On 19 February Pravda 
carried the following: The weather on the day of the eclipse was poor; 
the entire sky was covered by low-hanging clouds. The first launching 
began about noonday; many rockets were launched in quick succession. 
Helicopters soon discovered and retrieved rocket apparatus which had 
landed by parachute a few kilometers away. 

Academician A. A. B1agonravov and G. I. Go1yshev, Deputy Chairman of 
the Interdepartmental Geophysical Committee, report that the launchings 
were scheduled very precisely so that each rocket would reach its 
greatest altitude at a time not deviat ing by mor e than a second from 
that prescribed . The optical instruments, te1ephotometers, and te1e
spectrometers made it possible to s tudy the fa int radiations of the Sun's 
outer corona and the interplanetary medium in undistorted form. Measured 
data were tran smitted to Earth by radio. These automatic geophysical 
stations also carried i ns truments which were not pointed directly at the 
Sun. They mea ur ed r ef l ected and s cattered a tmospheric radiation. Cam
eras on the rockets took ma ny photos of the Sun's corona. Various light 
filters wer e u ed which we r e changed during f light by special mechanisms. 
Measurements w r 1lUIde to determine the precise daytime temperature of 
the atmospher e . These m asurements are only possib le during a total 
eclipse becau e meas uring instruments ordinarily are affected by heating 
from the Sun' s r ays . Tb se 0 w meas ur ements will make it possible to 
judge how corr c t th l a tte r measur emen t s a r e , and make appropriate 
corrections in hem . 

d I s with the upper atmosphere, its temperature, 
ltlon, pr 58ur and density; the Earth's magnetic field; 
o r d cl rcuLation of the upper a tmosphere; turbulence; 
n r gy r c lv d by t h Earth f rom space; photochemical 

upp r tlIIOsph r ; ionlzatlon and the exosphere. 

Part twO , 00 a rtiflcia l Earth satellites, contains 
tbe followtnl artificlal Earth satelli tes (Sputniks 
I, 2 , and 3); a s t e llite into orbit; the determina-
clon of a sat lIlt " pol i io~; th Bci otiflc use of artificial Earth 
s.tellites (advaot g II and pou ibl exp rlments); determination of the 
pressure and denslty o f the tmos ph r ; me t ors and interplanetary matter; 
meaJuremeots of Lyman Alpha i nt nsity ; ionosphere research; investigations 
of tbe f a.rth' s magnetic fie ld and th e l c tros tatic field in the upper 
atmo.phere; the . tudy of cosmic rays; th s tudy of the auroras; artificial 
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Earth satellites and the general theory of relativity; certain other 
experiments (the diffusion of sodium and certain gases from a satellite 
for upper atmosphere studies); satellite temperatures; induction braking 
of satellites; and the problem of recovering experimental data from 
satellites. 

A bibliography of 137 titles is given. Of these 84 are of other than 
Soviet sources. (Trudy Tsentralnoy Aerologicheskoy Observatorii, No. 25, 
1959) 

, I New Interpretation Placed on Certain Data Recorded by Mechta lnvestiga. 
~ tion of the geomagnetic field by means of Mechta (first Soviet cosmic 

rocket) s'howed that the measured intensity of the field decreased with 
altitude more rapidly than the computed intensity, attaining a minimum 
of 400 )' at a distance of 20,800 km from the center of the Earth. It 
then increased to 800 )' at a distance of 22,000 km, and then slowly 
decreased. It was noted that on the date of the launching of the rocket 
there was a small geomagnetic disturbance with a sudden onset. This was 
associated with a weak current of corpuscles which created a small 
equatorial ring current. Mechta intersected this current and this must 
be taken into consideration in the analysis of the recorded data. 
(Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, Vol. 135, No.2, 1960) 

Soviet-US Rocket and Satellite Measurements in Outer Belt Compared 
An article by K. I. Cringaus and S. M. Rytov compares the results of 
various measurements mad;-by Sovi~~r~ckets and by the US 
satellite Explorer 6 and the Pioneer 5 deep space probe. On the basis 
of a tho'rough discussion of the data comparison, the authors feel that 
the results ot measurements with the three-electrode traps on the Soviet 
cosmic rockets and with magnetometers on the US satellite and probe are 
in agreement. These independent investigations, using different research 
methods, apparently confirm and supplement one another. (Doklady Akademii 
Nauk SSSR, Vol. 135, No.1, 1960) 

A Listing of ICY Rocket Launchings in the USSR. the Arctic and Antarctic 
A full listing of rocket launchings in the middle latitudes of the 
European part of the USSR, the Arctic and Antarctic, and from shipboard 
is given, in connection with the main period of ICY research (1957-1958). 
Well over 125 such rockets are listed, together with the hour, day and 
month launched, the purpose of the launching, a list of the instruments 
carried, and in certain cases, the point of launching. (Mezhdunarodnyy 
Geofizicheskiy God, Informatsionnyy Byulleten No.8, 1960) 





opinion, these process scan 
the atmosphere dete rmined 

Other reports dealt with 
atmosphere as determin d 
and the structure of th 
of determination of tn 
photographic observation 
at Stalinabad by u log an ' a r 
winds in the stratosph r 
meteor trails, and th r 
meteors. 

The seminar partlcipan 
Astrophysical Laborator y 
Academy of Sciences of en Tur 
at Vannovskaya near Ashkhab d. 

MORE ON THE "TUNGUS MYSTERY" 
Intelligence Notes, pag s 12-1 • 
"Tungus Mystery" explosion of Sib 
believe it was caus ed by a bu 
that no meteoritic matter could 
ing reviews are availabl in h 
Sciences of the USSR (Vol . 3 , 
fascinating subject, the fir. 
V. V. Fedynskii and the second by Yu C. P r 
exhibited in the Tungul Hyat.e.ry. 

1. In the Wake of the Fiery Sto 
The year 1958 marked the complet 'ion of 
a remarkable phenomenon of oatuT --eh rall of 
basin of the river Podkamennaya Tunauaka GO JUDe 
stances of the fall and the .cieotific atudi 
such that, up to the present tiDe, vary littl 
meteorite. However, the scale of the ey ot 
has retained its scars for more thaD hair a 
study still cannot be considered co.pl te. 

The Tungus meteorite has been described 10 sci 
and in interesting but wholly implaulible tal •• of fr.at J tbat. c 
bewilder the reader. Yet Geografgiz in 1958, In aA QO~ It 
165,000 copies, as part of the series "Travels, Advotur " P' 1'[ 

published almost simultaneously with tbe book by 1. tvaeA"y ~d 

r a 

iu 

*Yet reviewers, on page 26, mention "recent dhcover ie. ot part Ie lell ... 
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L. Kuznetsova the work "Visitor from the Cosmos" by A. · Kazantsev, in 
which the author not only unqualifiedly represents the Tungus meteOrite 
as a Martian interplanetary spaceship, but even claims that this 
fabr~cation is "a popular scientific (?!!) account of the problem." 

Then appeared In the Wake of the Fiery Stone, a book by the two writers, 
1. Evgen'ev and L. Kuznetsova. This book is distinguished, to its 
advantage, by the conscientious a ttitude of its authors toward all the 
scientific data known about the "Tungus marvel," by the fascinating 
account of the history of its study, and, principally, by the fact that 
it portrays the modest hero of the Tungus meteorite, a noted scientist, 
a charming man with a pure soul, Leonid Alekseevich Kulik. 

The image of this man, whom -,o/e knew in life, is captured faithfully in 
the pages of the narrative. Kulik the revolutionary and scholar, Kulik 
the cotrlllunist and poet, Kulik the enthusiast and humanist, sometimes a 
bit childishly naive and zealous, but s tern and exacting when it comes 
to the fulfillment of duty and the search for truth -- that is the basic 
leitmotiv of the book. 

The account, in popular form, of the scientific data concerning the 
Tungus ~eteorite, and tbe literary portrait of L. A. Kulik, are enough 
to guarantee the book a place of honor among the works of popular 
scientific litera ture. 

But there is still another remarkable fea ture of the book by Evgen'ev 
and Kuznetsova. It is the truthfu l account of scientific quests as feats 
of labor requiring many years of selfless hard work beset with difficulties 
and disappointments. In return, what joy and satisfaction the investigator 
experiences when he succeeds in obtaining new data, in unraveling one more 
secret of nature, in making the truth of human knowledge still more 
complete. The youth, who are faced with the task of seizing the heights 
of modern science, must know that scientific work demands both flights of 
thought and hard, tedious work. The book reviewed here describes this 
very well. 

Leonid Alekseevich Kulik was a scientist of the old school. A student 
who participated in the revolutionary movement in 1905, a favorite pupil 
of the world-famous Russian scientist V. I. Vernadskii, he was one of the 
founders of Soviet meteoritics. But he worked in the period of the 
formation of science in the young Soviet Union. Kulik was one of those 
scholars who did a large part of their work in solitude, outside the large 
scientific collectives which are now so abundant in our country, without 
enough of the modern scientific equipment that is available in our time 
thanks to the remarkable industrial achievements of the Soviet Union. 



Only this, coupled with the fact that Kulik was hindered by the outbreak 
of the war, in which he eventually was killed while fulfilling his 
patriotic duty at the front, can explain the incompleteness of his out
standing scientific research. In spite of recent discoveries of partiel 
of the meteorite discussed in the books reviewed here, the problem of the 
"Tungus marvel" still faces science in all its magnitude . After the 
Soviet Union opened the era of the conques t of cosmic s pace on October 4 
1957, by launching the first artificial satellite of the Earth, the stud; 
of giant meteorites which plow through this space, and the investigation 
phenomena that take place in the collision of solid bodies , are bec oming 
st111 more important and are of more than heuristic v a lue . 

To that generation which is destined to carryon the work begun by the 
outstanding Soviet citizen a nd scientists Leonid Alekseev ich Kulik , we 
strongly urge the reading of the book, In the Wake o f the Fiery Stone and 
the recognition of the threads that lead from the rema r kable pas t of our 
native science to its still mor e remarka ble chi ev e men t s in the present 
and in the future. 

2. Visitor from the Cos mos, b~ Ka za nt sev . Th e s tory- essay 
"Visitor from the Cosmos" by A. Kazantsev, publ is he d i n a book issued 
by Geografgiz, is only a link (more ex.actly, one of the r ecen t links ) in 
a chain of creations by the author which have be en printed in var ious 
editions, starting in 1946 (with the story-essay "Explos i on ," in t he 
journal Round the World). "Visitor from the Cosmos " is not being 
published for the first time -- it has a lready been printed in the 
journal The Young Technician for 1951 (No.3) nd now appear s wi t h 
insignificant changes. A. Kazantsev has popularized this same t heme 
throughout the last decade and in several editions. Therefor e t he story 
from the anthology Visitor from the Cosmos sb.ould be conside r ed an alterna 
tive rendition by the autbor of a problem in which he has been in t erested 
and which he has studied for many years. 

The crux of the problem is the following: the great catastrophe which 
took place June 30, 1908 in the Tungus taiga and which is recorded in 
history as the fall of a giant meteorite, the subject in our time of 
very careful study, was not, in the opinion of Kazantaev, the fall of a 
meteorite at all. "On the threshold of the Earth" an inte.rplanetary 
atomic spaceship carrying inhabitants of Hars exploded. This atomic 
explosion was the cause of all the atmospheric phenomena, tbe destruction 
on the ground, and similar consequences which were observed following 
the catastrophe in the taiga on June 30, 1908. 



Thus, once again, the theme of the population of Mars by intelligent 
beings appears in science-fiction literature. This theme achieved gr ea t 
popularity at the close of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, 
when it found its realization in the well-known novels of Wells, K. 
Lasswitz, and several other authors. At that time very little was known 
about the physical nature of Mars, but the existence of an atmosphere 
on that planet and certain other signs of s imilarity between Mars and the 
Earth opened a broad field for speculation concerning the possible 
habitation of Mars. At that time science had already recognized the 
cosmogonical hypothesis of Laplace, according to which Mars was older than 
the Earth and therefore it was possible to be lieve that intelligent 
inhabitants of Mars might have attained a higher level of development than 
terrestrial mankind. They might have built a gigantic system of irrigation 
canals, and they might even have undertaken interplanetary flights. 

In the light of modern knowledge concerning the nature of Mars, the 
hypothesis of the existence of complex forms of life on that planet , not 
to mention intelligent inhabitants, lacks any serious foundation. Only 
the question of the presence of certain forms of plant life on Mars is 
discussed, although even here the problem has not been finally so lved. 

This does not mean that a modern writer, choosing for himself a science
fiction genre, may not create a fanciful picture of interplanetary ships 
from Mars or from other planets, if these pictures are an organic part of 
an interesting and heuristically valuable narrative. On the contrary, 
since in our epoch, when cosmic voyages are on the threshold of real 
achievement, it is especially necessary to compose such works, in which 
fantasy might be the "background" or "canvas" for the development of a 
popular story that introduces, in lively, captivating form, the achieve
ments and the short- and long-term perspectives of science, its "today," 
"tomorrow" and "hereafter." Who can deny the heuristic value of the 
science-fiction stories of Jules Verne and other writers of the past? 
Who would deny the heuristic value of Plutonium and Sannikov Land, by 
V. A. Obruchev, and similar works by other modern authors? 

But in a different position is the writer who, making a fantastic 
hypothesis the "plot" of his story, converts this supposition into a 
scientific hypothesis or even a theory, comparing it with the conclusions 
of science, rejecting these conclusions, and maintaining his fantasy as 
scientific fact, disproving as it were the conclusions of "official" 
science and the opinions of the specialists. 

Unfortunately, A. Kazantsev has gone along just such a path. It was not 
a meteorite, but a Martian spaceship, which exploded above the Tungus 
taiga on June 30, 1908 -- this, for A. Kazantsev, is not the "plot" of 
the science-fiction story, Visitor from the Cosmos (and of other literary 
creations by the author, published at various times), but a hypothesis 
advanced and supported by the author as a demonstrated fact. But since 
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this "scientific fact" contradic ts the facts es t a bUs hed by sC ience , the 
author draws from this the "winged" conclusion: science i s bogged down 
in the morass of routine, the scientis t s are obdurat conservatives , all 
their conclusions are built on blind faith in ob 01 te propos itions and 
on traditions of caste reticence and narrow- mind dn 55 . In a word, true 
science is not the science of the sci ntist bu the bold fa ntasy of the 
writer, which knows no bounds and is no ubj c ny controls . 
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And, finally, the author devotes the remalnlng part of the " second" t ex t 
to the history of his "hypothesis." This is no longer a double g ame wit~ 
the facts, nor simply a free treatment of them. Here is a consis t e nt and 
conscious deception of the reader, in the pursuit of one definite g 0a l: 
to show that he alone :, Kazantsev, has discovered the true na t ur e o f the 
complex phenomena, contrary to all the "conjectures " of t he representativ 
of official science . 

As is well known, many years of investigation by Soviet scient i s t s ha ve 
made it possible to clarify the basic problems connected wi t h the Tungus 
meteorite. They are set forth accurately and thoroughly enough in a 
series of published works. It is impossible to say -- and it is no t 
maintained by anyone -- that all the questions relating to t he fa ll of the 
meteorite have been comprehensively answered. However, inves t iga tions in 
this direction have not been discontinued by any means, but are c ontinuing 
But the investigations which have been conducted refute comp l e t e l y both 
the conjectures and the direct fabrications adduced by A. Kaza n tsev in 
defense of his "hypothesis." 

Thus, it has been established, that after the fall of the Tungus me teorite 
a typical, though exceptionally pronounced dust trail was observe d for the 
bolide, and no one saw those phenomena ("a fiery pillar with black smoke," 
"a spreading black mushroom" and so on), to which Kazantsev refers . No 
such unfortunate accidents with the Evenks who visited the s cene of the 
catastrophe have been established. The reference to the testimony of A. A. 
Polkanov, who allegedly observed "strange rays," as cited by A. Ka z a ntsev, 
is based on inadmissibly free quotation from the diary of A. A. Polkanov 
(Meteoritics. No . 3) . No one saw the "strange rays," but the phenomenon 
of the scattering of the Sun's light by pulverized meteoritic ma terial in 
the upper layers of the atmosphere presents no mYstery. Similarly, the 
other "arguments" of A. Kazantsev represent either a juggling of the f acts 
or simple fiction. 

The height of Kazantsev's shamelessness is reached with his statements 
(pp. 122-124 and others, of "the second text") concerning the activities 
of Soviet sCientists, whom he ironically calls "the meteorite men." With
out going into the details of these statements of opinion, one may say 
only that here is a conscious attempt to present a number of promine nt 
Soviet investigators (some of them Kazantsev calls by name, others he does 
not dare to name openly) as hardened conservatives of science, to depict 
them as scholastics who do not have their feet on the ground and are 
alienated from life. In essence, this is a slander against Soviet science 
in the persons of these men, many of whom have rendered great service in 
the ,cause of the real conquest of cosmic space . 
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Kazantsev comes forward with this slander not only in the c_ntaries to 
Visitor from the Cosmos. We cannot touch here upon statements made by 

him more or less long ago, but it is impossible to pass over his paper, 
"The Planet of Peace," published in The Literary Gazette of January 6, 
1959, in connection with the successful launching in the USSR of the first 
cosmic rocket in the wor ld. In this paper Kazantsev, ignoring the role of 
Sov i e t sc i entis t s in making the a rtificial planet, again allows himself 
thrusts in the direction of the "meteorite men." Without any relation to 
the triumph of Soviet science and t eChnology, to which, presumably, the 
paper is devoted, th "hypothes is" of the Martian spaceship is again 
brought in and it i s maintain.ed that the expedition of the Coamittee on 
Meteorites, working in 1958 in the Tungus taiga under the direction of 
K. P. Florenskii, came to th conc lusion that the cataltrophe of 1908 
was an a tomic exp losion . ThiS is s imp l y untrue -- neither the expedition 
nor its director came to 8.ny s uch conclusion . 
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reade~s (perhaps) will thank us for acquainting them with a book which 
has .caused a greater sensation in Europe than all the other remarkable 
works ever published, and whoever remains deceived afterwards may console 
himself with the fact that he was deceived along with half of Europe." 

On .the appearance of this book in the Russian trans l ation, V. G. Belinski' 
responded with a brief review. Belinski! did not ana l yze in ess ence the 
problem of the bio1ogie;al pecularities of the inhabitants of the Moon __ 
there was not need for that. For him, the trend of the book was importan 
Be1inskii wrote this about it in his review: 

"The translator of this book must be a very e lderly person; he s till 
recalls how 'Gulliver's Travels' was accepted as true; t herefore he 
decided to translate this little book. He still i s not sur e that it is 
nonsense. However, if it is nonsense, it will not trouble him greatly. 
Half of Europe was deceived by this nonsense; and it is not surpris ing: 
atter all, there are kind people ' everywhere, even in enligh t ened Europe, 

"It is possible not to know this or that science, possible not to know 
any at all -- and still be a person; but one must not curse at s cience, 
one must not blaspheme over it ... " 

These words of Belinski! should be recalled in our time in giving an 
objective appraisal of the statements by A. Kazantsev r egarding his 
"hypothesis." 

It is well known that in scientific institutions and in the editorial 
offices of scientific journals, letters and manuscripts r cont inually 
being received, the authors of which (representatives of the most varied 
professions, with the most diverse educational background) propose 
general theories of the development of matter, cosmogonic theories, 
theories of the structure of the stars and the planet s , tc. Not knowing 
the fundamentals of science, these authors usually s t themselves up as 
discoverers of new pathways in science, in opposition to th official 
scientists, who have been bogged down in routine and are incompeten t to 
reveal the deep mysteries of nature. Often they 1 vel s tr nge char ges 
and outright threats against scientific workers who do not cknowledge 
the "d~scoveries" cOlllllUnicated by them. 

Of course, patient and persistent explanatory work is being done with 
the authors of such "theories." But it is impossible not to recognize 
that their sentiments (and in particular, the relations hip displayed by 
them toward science and scientists) find a source of nourishment i n the 
stories and papers of A. Kazantsev and some other writers who confine 
themselves to the same style. This is the primary bad influence of 
"Visitor from the Cosmos" and other writings by A. Kazantsev. 



J KORABL-SPUTNIK 2 BIOLOGI CAL REPORT Discuss ing the results of Sov'iet 
space experiments , Academic i an N. M. Sisakyan as serts that a "tremendous 
amount of exper i mental data" have been ob tained which testify to the 
possiblity o~ manned s pace f light "r i ght now ." Technologically, such 
fligbt was already poss ible by August 1960, when Korabl-Sputnik 2 was 
launched. However, compl x bi ologica l problems had to be solved . With 
regard to these , Sisakyan sees "bas ic va lue and s i gnificance" in the 
fact that li fe is not appreciably affected by space fli ght in a circular 
orbit beneath the low r r adia t i on bel t s . One of the Korabl-Sputnik 2 
dogs produced a norma l l itt r t he f ollowing Novemb er. Mushroom and 
other seeds carri d by th sate l lite , however , gr ew much faster than 
control seeds . Pr l iminar y data i nd i ca t e changes in the immunological 
activi t y of tb dog ' b l ood , in particular an i ncrease in phagocytes. 
Sisakyan also r ef r to tb importance of later fi rings with which 
biologica l da t a w r obtain d under the effect of primary cosmic 
radiat ion . Futur i n rpl n tary f l i ghts , he point s out, must provide 
a closed biologica l in which al l t he necess ities for human life 
are obtained by gr n s through uti lization of solar energy. 
(Pravda . 26 Har 19 1) 

DURING VERTICAL AN D ORBI TAL FLIGHTS N. M. 
di cu s d ver tical and or bi t a l f light tests. He 
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The mos t substantia l chang s 1n the f unctioning of the cardiovascular 
and r espiratory ayst OCcur dur ing launching and recovery of the 
rocket . The. func tions r turn t o the i r ini t ia l values 5-6 min after 
the acce1 rat i on or at th end of t he weightlessness period. 

Shakyaa . tated that the USSR would not l aunch a man into space by 
ver U ea I r ock,e t for a ahor t-term flight , adding that many spaceships 
with aalma l . would be launched before a man is put into orbit. It has 
been deterlllf.ned t hat overloads s hould ac t on the human body in a 
tranaverae direeUoa: cbest- back. back-ches t, or from left to right. 
It h a,Sl UIlIed t hat l118a will wi t hs t and the transition from acceleration 
to we i ghtlessness much more easily than f rom weightlessness to 
acce l er ation. The ability to wi ths tand overloads after weightlessness 
will decrease by about 2 G' s . In view of possible serious mental and 
phy. iologieal disorders cau.ed by the special conditions in the space 



cabin, "volitional" and manual training of the future astronaut is of 
great significance. He should be active, not in a pass ive "contemplativ 
condition, and he should be able to withstand different a tmospheric 
pressures which may range from 760 mm Hg to 405 m;n Hg with partia l oxyge 
pressure of about 160 mm Hg (about 20-40% oxygen). 

The dog carried on board the second spaceship satellite sa tisfactorily 
withs tood the accelerations during the launching, but the time required 
for respiration and pulse to approach normal was three times longer 
than during laboratory experiments. The dogs carried on t he second 
spaceship-satellite registered physiological changes no greater than 
those found during special tes ts on the ground. During the trans Hion 
to weightlessness, pulse and respiration rates began to decrease rapidly 
and in half an hour were comparable to data obtained befor e the flight. 
(Priroda, No.1, 1961) 

SPACE STATIONS Stantsii v Kosmose is a 446 page book issued in 1960 by 
the Publishing House of the Academy of Sciences USSR (Moscow) . It 
contains a collection of articles, papers and reports by Soviet sCientists 
which were published in Soviet newspapers and periodicals from 1957 to 
1960. The articles are compiled in such a way as to acquaint the reader 
with the procedures for launching artificial Earth satellites and space 
rockets by descriptions of the instruments and the scientific apparatus 
and also with experimental material. The book is divided into five 
sections: (1) Artificial Earth Satellites - - a Triumph of Soviet 
Science and Engineering; (2) Preliminary Result s of the Investigation 
of Cosmic Space; (3) The Artificial Planet: The First Rocket to the 
Moon; (4) The Unprecedented Feat of Science ; and (5) Spaces hips. 

The work contains .artic1es by such outs tand ing Soviet scientists as 
Academician L. I. Sedov, V. V. Dobronravov, B. V. Kukar kin, Yeo K. 
Fedorov, N. N. Barabashov, I. S. Shklovskiy, A. G. Masevich, Ye o L. 
Krinov, V. I. Krasovskiy, and V. L. Gi nsburg . 

The book is intended, according to the foreword, for specialists dealing 
with problems on the study of cosmic space as well as f or a wide circle 
of other readers. It is felt it would be found useful, it says, to 
propagandists, agitators and for teachers in their work (Sic!), 

The book was compiled by V. V. Federov and edited by A. A. Mikhay lov, 
Corresponding Member of the Academy of Sciences USSR. 
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declares the informant- of the Auto!.Journal, "joins closely the shape of a\ 
valley. The ten meter wide rail installation descends fir s t along a 2 
kilometer long track and then ascends on the opposite slope in a 45 degree 
angle." 

"The rocket is hoisted by an elevator to the 60 meter long truck that 
runs on the rails of the ramp. The truck has 24 bogie wheels on each 
side. Truck and rocket have a weight of 350 metric tons. When the 
signal for the launching is given, this mass begins to roll down the 
slope. When it has reached a 20 kilometer per hour speed, electric 
motors of the truck are switched on by sliding contacts. When the speed 
reaches 600 kilometers per hour, several rocket sets on the truck are 
ignited. Thus the rocket and the truck shoot up the steep track. At 
its end the speed is 3,000 kilometer per hOUT and here the truck is 
separated from the flying body by braking rockets and parachute. In 
this way, the Soviets save one rocket s tage, the weight going to the 
benefit of the payload. 

"The French journal points out also that the Americans drew the worse 
card in choosing Werhner von Braun, the father of the V 2 and supporter 
for the vertical launching method. The Sovie ts on the other hand made 
sure they got the German engineer Schultz, who had a decis i ve role in 
the development of the V I, and who also pe r fec t ed the r amp l aunching 
method." 

A cross section of the launching ramp is s hown by the accompanying 
sketch. 



BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE ON OSCILLATORS AND RELATED DEVICES USED IN 
THE USSR EARTH SATELLITES An annotated bibliography has been compiled 
by the Air Information Division of the Library of Congress from USSR 
publications for the years of 1957 through 1960. There are 109 entries 
alphabetically arranged by author, corporate author, or title. Coverage 
of information extends only to the use of oscillators and related 
devices used in USSR satellites or in the tracking of the satellites. 
Emphasis was placed specifically On the uses of: (1) stability of 
oscillator frequency used in USSR satellites, (2) techniques on com
parison of standard frequencies radiated by ground transmitters with 
those of the satellites, (3) use of the beat frequency and Doppler 
effect in satellite tracking , (4) application of Earth satellites for 
solving geodetic problems, and (5) satellite instrumentation pertaining 
to the above problems. Also noted are the most current references to 
instrumentation found in space probes. Library of Congress call numbers 
are included at the end of the entries in this bibliography when the 
source is available in the collection of the Library of Congress. 

TRACKING OF MISSILES AND SPACE VEHICLES: REVIEW OF SOVIET LITERATURE 
The Air Information Division has also compiled abstract translations 
at AID during Dec 60 of Soviet development in tracking missiles and 
space vehicles. The materials in this report deals with the following 
topics: (1) electromagnetic problems, (2) ion clouds and ionosphere 
perturbations, (3) radio astronomy, and (4) propagation phenomena. 

v/ ON THE STABILITY OF REGULAR MOTIONS OF ARTIFICIAL CELESTIAL BODIES 
A study has been made of the disturbed rotational motion of a rod-shaped 
satellite about its center of inertia while in a circular orbit. Three 
primary cases, which correspond to three initial orientations of the 
major axis of the rod in inertial space, were considered. The cases 
are (1) the "arrow" orientation in which the major axis is tangential 
to the circular orbit, (2) the "floating-bar" in which the rod is 
perpendicular to the orbit plane, and (3) the "spoke" orientation in 
which the rod is initially aligned with the radius vector to the center 
of inertia. The last case is shown to be the only case where the atti
tude of the rod may be stable in the first variational sense. This case, 
the "spoke" initial orientation, sbould be of interest to designers of 
local vertical attitude control systems for Tiros, Midas, and Samos type 
vehicles. (Translation, in 1961, of 18 page report by G. N. Duboshin 
available from Library of Congress, Ref. 61-10637.) 



lABORATORIES IN SPACE The book "Laboratorii v Kosmose" by Georgiy 
Boruovich Zhdanov and Igor Pavlovich Tindo was published in Moscow in 
1959 by Izd-vo Tsk VLKSM "Molodaya gvardiya", 191 pages. It has both 
an editor and technical editor, and is intended for the in formed genera 
reader. Emphasis is on Soviet contributions to space science and 
technology. The table of contents is translated below: 

Chapter 1. 

Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6. 

~~ first step tow3rds reaching the stars. 
Comforts to be sacrificed. 
Dangers concealed in the emptiness. 
A proven friend (the parachute). . 
In the region of automation and cybernetics. 
Soviet rockets penetrate outer space. 
Flying laboratories at work. 

In the depths of the air ocean. 
Two windows to the universe. 
On the border of space. 
Mirages in the ionosphere and a radio-speedome ter 

for the Sputnik. 
Treasure-troves on the Sun and a chemical analysis 

by radio. 

A hot and a cold Sun. 
How to measure the temperature of the Sun. 
The riddle of the corona. 
Rockets search the outbursts of the Sun. 
Receivers of invisible rays . 
Ultraviolet astronomy. 
A dangerous competitor of the electronic computer . 

Three-dimensional geographY. 
Electromagnet 12,000 kilometers in length. 
Surprising discoveries on a geographic map. 
Satellites study the shadow of the Earth and the 

cosmic breathing of the Sun. 
Discovery of Earth radiation and unexpected 

magnetic traps. 

Particles and fields a·round the Earth. 
Geysers 150 million kilometers high. 
Electrified· and magnetized Earth. 
Where geophysics and astrophysics meet. 

New tasks for the Sputniks. 
Chemical composition of the universe and the age 

of comsic rays. 
Some features of a clock in flight. 
·F .antasy or reality. 
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REVIEW OF SOVIET SPACE ACHIEVEMENTS A 2,000-word report dealing with 
Soviet successes in s pace technology and astronomy during the last uti 
three years was published in Vestnik Akademii Nauk SSSR No. 11, 1960 ~ 
by L. 1. Sedov. This is a chronology of the events which have taken 
place from 1957 to 1960. 

WOMEN NEXT IN SPACE? Reports are circulating in Europe that a Soviet 
woman may soon be fired into orbit, either alone or with two men. Also 
predicted are anima l shot s around the Moon. Meanwhile, Robert C. Brown, 
chairman of the National Telemetering Conference in Chicago, said that 
the Soviets had l a unched a man in their August 1960 flight, but that"he ~ 
either was killed when reentering the atmosphere or suffered such ill 
effects that the Russians could not make his feat public". He added 
that "we tracked the capsule reentering the atmosphere and the Russians 
later announced it had carried two dogs, rats and mice". He also feels 
there may have been a man a board both the December 1st, 1960 (Kosmicheskij 
Korabl-Sputnik 3) and the February 4, 1961 (Sputnik 4) shots. (Sputnik 4 
was not given the Korabl designation since it was reported not to have 
carried any life aboard.) 

MULTIMAN SPACE SATELLITE The Moscow correspondent of the Warsaw ~ 
newspaper Trybuna Ludu, Arak Perlowski, does not mention a woman, but 
reports that Soviet scientists are considering sending a crew of two 
or three cosmonauts on the next flight, which" • •• would probably 
involve a number of orbits around the Earth". 

ON THE USE OF AVAILABLE TECHNICIAN INFORMATION John C. Green, Directo~ 
of the Office of Technical Services, U. S. Department of Commerce, has 
prepared an informative ar ticle on the us e of technical information for 
the Datex Digest (No.1 First Quarter 1961), extracts of which appear 
below. He discusses among other things, Rus sia's All-Union Institute of 
Scientific Information, pOinting out that it abstracts all Soviet 
literature together with journals and reports in 65 foreign languages 
originating from more than 90 countries. His o{fice provides a clearing
house service on Soviet science and technology, and is the source of 
much information that appears in Space Intelligence Notes. 

"In the last few years, a unique industry has arisen in this country. 
It is one whose scope and magnitude rival the chemical, the electronic, 
or the automotive industries. This new giant is scientific research 
and its commercial product, loosely termed knowledge. 

Since 1940, the performance of research has grown fifteen times until 
today as a 12.5 billion-dollar-a-year industry it has become a signi
ficant force in ,:,ur economy and, in fact, in our society. It should be 
remembered that the product of every scientific study is new knowledge 
and this must be recorded for the benefit of the researcher, his 
sponsors, and the scientific fraternity at large. Our civilization is 
built on the written record and we must augment and preserve this record 
for ready acces,s 'if we are to progress. 
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With the expansion in the number of scientists performing research, 
there has been a corresponding ex pans ion in t he record of their findings. 
Today there are roughly 55,000 scientific and engineering periodica_s 
published each year and these contain over one million articles which 
are deemed significant to some branch of research and engineering. 

The United States and England are the dominant producers, sharing the 
responsibility for nearly half the total output. However, the Russians, 
the Germans, the French, and the Japanese are not far behind. Even the 
led Chinese are beginning to publish the results of their scientific 
work. If their "drive" in science should approach that of the Soviet 
a few years from now we'll face a problem paralleling our current one 
where it has been found necessary to take extraordinary measures to 
keep abreast of Russian developments. In the USSR, the Academy of 
Sciences has created an All-Union Institute of Scientific Information. 
I have been privileged " to visit that organization as a member of a U.S. 
team of information specialists. We were informed that they maintained 
a full-time staff of nearly two thousand people, plus the aid of 25,000 
part-time scientific and engineering specialists. Their Director, Dr. 
A. 1. Mikhailov, advised us that they abstract all the Soviet literature 
plus reports, journals and papers received from 92 countries in 65 
languages. (I "can assure you that U.S. information receives special 
attention in Dr. Mikbrllov's program.) 

At'present the Soviet take from four to six months £rom the time the 
source article appears until an abstract thereof in the Russian 
language is printed and distributed. However, they have a seven-year 
plan which calls for a maximum time limit of three months for such 
abstracts and one month for items which they consider to be of special 
importance to Soviet science and industry. 

Others who have visited Russia say that the Soviet consider their 
information clearinghouse to be a most important innovation. For 
example, Mr. James Rand of Rand Development Corporation in Cleveland 
reports that Soviet scientists assured him that the creation of the 
institute was comparable in scientific significance to the production 
of the atomic bomb. 

Now, putting all of a Nation's information under one roof produces some 
impressive statistics but we need not be ashamed of what we are doing 
in this country. A monolithic society dominated by government should 
be expected to create a central ministry of scientific information. 
Equally, a free society should be expected to produce a pattern of 
voluntary collaboration encompassing the technical press, the scientific 
societies, and the Federal Government, and this is preCisely what we 
have done. 
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The _qther science information area to which I recommend increased 
attention is the Federal Government which has emerged r e l a tively 
l'ecentlyas the world's large~t sponsor of research. The Government's 
diverse scientific agencies produce approximately one thousand new 
reports each month. My office undertakes to obtain, announce and 
supply them to U. S. industry. Currently, our sales of s uch ma terials 
are grossing -nearly three-quarters of a million dol lar s a year with a 
continuing growth." 
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